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Item Description Minutes

Advent 1 Mary Act out the story - dress up as the
characters - Class worship - How did
the birth of Jesus change her  life?

The children can then ask questions
to make it interactive.
We can do it as a quiz show.

Advent 2 Joseph Act out the story - dress up as the
characters - Class worship - How did
the birth of Jesus change his life?
The children can then ask questions
to make it interactive.
We can do it as a quiz show.

Advent 3 Shepherds Act out the story - dress up as the
characters - Class worship - How did
the birth of Jesus affect their lives?

The children can then ask questions
to make it interactive.
We can do it as a quiz show.

Planning Worship for next half term -
plan and discuss
involvement/leadership of-
4 weeks of Giants of the
faith and Remembrance, 3
weeks of Advent - focus on
Advent - what could be our
theme/focus this year?

Presents - Secret Santa - wk1
Do something with the presents-
competition - do it in our own image
Presents on the stage - things that we
thank God for.
Stars - image to do with the star -
share the creations with the school.
3 Wise Men - whole assembly about
the 3 wise men, what they had to do
to get there - what happens along the
way, and what happens after them.
The journey to Jesus and our journey
to Jesus.
Re-tell the Christmas story - play.
Make a Bible book of the story and
read it to KS1.
Points of views, telling the story we
know so well from different people’s
points of views - people in the story
and also the Gospels and ask the ch.
How they would feel in that situation.
Telling the story of Christmas - doing it
as a modern day story based here.
Research some interesting facts that



turns into an interactive game in
worship - fun and interaction.
Adventure - KS1 vs KS2 - turn the
nativity into a game - more detail to
KS2 version. Visit from the Wise Men
to tell the story dressed up.
Creative worship
Re-create Bible day for Christmas.
Each class can retell the Christmas
story and the best class gets a prize.

What would you like
to be a part of or
develop this year?

Changing the sign outside of church
and school by creating a poster.
More acting and class worship
Bible verse of the month/week.
Have posters around school saying - I
like it when… so that teachers and
children can add their ideas for
worship time.

AOB

Collect prayers - remind children to collect prayers from prayer boxes.


